Click on a circle to do the activity!

Create a stop motion video

MUSIC CHALLENGES
Choose at least 2 challenges a week.
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Teach someone in your
family a song or activity
that you have learned in
music class
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Interview a family
member about their
favourite song and listen
to it together

Draw and design a new
instrument. Explain how it
would be played

Make an instrument out
of household items and
play along to your
favourite songs

Write 5 rhythm patterns
and say, play and teach
them to another family
member

Watch your favourite tv
show or movie and write
about how music
enhanced the show

Complete the musical
scavenger hunt attached.

Watch a musical with your
family and write about or
draw your favourite scene

Take a listening walk
(inside or outside) and list
all of the sounds you hear

Write about and draw a
picture of your favourite
musician

Talk to a family member
about your favourite
musical memory

Listen to a song and draw
how it makes you feel

Dance or move to the
beat of your favourite
song

Ask a family member to
play an instrument or sing
to you

Talk to a family member
about their favourite
musical memory

Write a parody song
(change the words to a
song that already exists)

Listen to the radio. Write
down the songs you hear.

Create your own song
dedicated to your
favourite food

Give a music recital for
your family. Play your
recorder, piano, ukulele
or sing a song!

Watch a (parental
approved) musical
concert on YouTube and
write a review

Read a music related
book, story or article. Tell
a friend about it.

Write what music means
to you.

Who is your favourite
composer?
Choreograph a dance to a
Find 5 musical facts about song and perform it for
the composer and draw a
someone else
picture

Can you spend 20 minutes a day in nature this week? What about 30? ….40?

Listen to books for free on Audible.

https://stories.audible.com/discovery

Write a letter to your future self about your
remote schooling experience. What do you want
your future self to remember? What do you
hope your future self achieves? Do you have
any predictions about your future self? Make
sure to include an encouragement to your
future self.

